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Key Issues

• As result of climate change: increased 
uncertainty about the intensity, frequency 
and even the type of natural disasters that 
are likely to produce property damage and 
human injury 

• Emergence of evolving standards of 
response and responsibility



Past and present
• Dangers have always existed but so did 

benefits
Water from glaciers to irrigate agriculture
Physical isolation and political autonomy

• Today: changing use of landscape 
Decline in agriculture
More extensive use of territory both spatially 
and temporally

Greater exposure to natural hazards



A new tool to identify a 
new type of hazard?
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• The reference InSAR signature of the
rapidly moving Ritzischumm rockglacier
in Turtmanntal, Canton of Valais.
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An acceleration of mountain
permafrost creeping
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Rock glacier (RG), sagging (S)

Proglacial margin (P), rock 
glacier (RG), sagging (S), talus 
slope (TS) and debris flows 
channels

Location map

Zoom on the terminal section 
of the Tsarmine rock glacier 
with position of selected blocks 
and front in 1967 (red), 1983 
(orange) and 1999 (yellow)
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Orthoimage 1999 + 
photogrammetry

analysis 1983 - 1999
03.09.1997 – 08.10.1997 
(35 days), ERS 
descending

Air-borne photogrammetry and InSAR signal: provisory results
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An attractive perspective for early
natural hazard management ?
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Location map: Mont de l’Etoile

Ice lense in the coarse debris mantled slope,
Summer 2003, aerial oblique view 

Oblique view on the eastern flank of Mont de 
l’Etoile.

Surging
rock glacier

Active rock glaciers

Rockfall
activity in
2003/04

Eastern flank of the Mont de l’Etoile

Debris flows
activity in 2004/05



Confronting risks in the past
Avoidance of certain zones for regular 
activities
Planting and maintaining forests to guard 
against avalanches
A set of social mechanisms that spread risk
• Maintain low population through late marriage, 

high celibacy, out-migration
• Assure access to farming resources to each 

household through partible inheritance and strong 
role of common resources to supplement private

• Social norms of sharing



Current policy architecture
• At the apex: federal laws. 

Particularly relevant: law on Land Use Planning  but 
supplemented by numerous others

• Federal government then assigns responsibility 
to cantons as executing agencies Communes 
initiate protection projects and are responsible 
for their maintenance

• Major operational mechanism is hazard maps 
that then become the basis for zoning laws 



Dilemmas for the future

• How to integrate new knowledge to lessen 
uncertainties

• How to conciliate different levels of risk 
perception

Local populations, scientists, tourists often 
have different perceptions



Questions for future policy design
• Likelihood of catastrophes will probably 

increase with more extensive use of 
territory and climate change. 

Are benefits worth these risks?

• Does the current practice of making local 
authorities responsible for not taking 
action encourage the best decisions?



Questions for future policy design

• Should the state as a whole be 
responsible? 

This raises the moral hazard problem of 
cutting the responsibility link between a 
decision maker and his actions.

• How should insurance schemes be set up 
to deal with these questions? 



Guiding criteria for the future

• Achieve optimal balance between
Private and public sectors
Individual and public good
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